Estimating a person's age from walking over a sensor floor.
Ageing has an effect on many parameters of the physical condition, and one of them is the way a person walks. This property, the gait pattern, can unintrusively be observed by letting people walk over a sensor floor. The electric capacitance sensors built into the floor deliver information about when and where feet get into close proximity and contact with the floor during the phases of human locomotion. We processed gait patterns recorded this way by extracting a feature vector containing the discretised distribution of occurring geometrical extents of significant sensor readings. This kind of feature vector is an implicit measure encoding the ratio of swing-to stance phase timings in the gait cycle and representing how cleanly the leg swing is performed. We then used the dataset to train a Multi-Layer Perceptron to perform regression with the age of the person as the target value, and the feature vector as input. With this method and a dataset size of 142 persons recorded, we achieved a mean absolute error of approximately 10 years between the true age and the estimated age of the person. Considering the novelty of our approach, this is an acceptable result. The combination of a floor sensor and machine learning methods for interpreting the sensor data seems promising for further research and applications in care and medicine.